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Rationale .—Every child is exceptional. His needs, abilities,
and disabilities differ from every other child, therefore, special
provision must be made in the total school program for his differences.
Individual differences in ability to adjust to circumstances have
existed as long as there has been more than one member of the human
race and society has had to make accommodations for these differences.
Blodgett and Warfield said that it is somewhat difficult to secure
reliable evidence as to the number of mentally retarded children.^
Most authorities currently deal with estimated numbers and the most
commonly accepted estimates state that about two to three per cent of
the population have I.Q.'s below eighty.
Students who range in the fifty to eighty I.Q. group are con¬
sidered as being in the educable category and some of them are able to
adjust adequately without a special class placement, however, most of
the educable mentally retarded students would make better educational
progress in a pre-occupational situation more specifically designed
2
for them.
Educable mentally retarded students can learn, some of them
Harriet E. Blodgett and Grace J. Warfield, Understanding Mental¬





complete work up to the fourth and sixth grade by the time th^ are
sixteen years of age. They can do unskilled jobs and understand simple
responsibilities.
A significant task of the school program is to provide work ex¬
periences as well as other meaningful experiences which will fit the
needs of educable mentally retarded high school students.
Educable mentally retarded adolescents are not a homogenous
group. Individual differences among them must be identified and
recognized. Like other adolescents, they need respect, understanding and
work ^rtiich they can do successfully. Ruth Strang states that these chil¬
dren need to develop a realistic, hopeful concept of themselves.^
The large majority of educable mentally retarded adolescents can
get and hold jobs, usually in the mechanical and service fields.
Girls with I.Q.'s between 60-75 have been employed in publishing
houses helping in the bindery, inserting folders in envelopes, putting
covers on books; in cafeterias and restaurants, in hospitals as nurses'
2
aides, tray attendants, messengers, and in many other kinds of work.
Boys of the same level of mental ability serve as delivery boys,
kitchen helpers, porters, mechanics' helpers, factory workers, elevator
operators, truck drivers and the like.^ It can be seen that these
adolescents can make an independent living in our society. However,
personal-social skills, habits and attitudes are most important for
their vocational success.
^Ruth Strang, The Adolescent Views Himself (New York: McGraw-




It might be of interest to know that adolescents with I.Q.'s
aroTind or ^0 have been kno-wn to work successfully under closely
supervised conditions.
In New York City a workshop has been in operation \Aiere educable
mentally retarded adolescents are given try-out experiences first to
see what kind of work they can do, and as soon as they learn to do
productive work of unskilled or semi-skilled type, they are paid for
it. Then during the day, the students spend some time in discussions
on how to spend money wisely, and other problems as they arise. "Com¬
bined consultation-treatment-education centers," serving the child
continuously as he develops, make an important social contribution, both
to the young adolescents and to society as a idiole.^
Special education has ^own tremendous growth since World War II.
We can safely say that progress for exceptional children is more than
P
a passing whimj it is now a permanent fixture.
Concern for educable mentally retarded individuals has run in
two major areas, academic achievement and social adjustment. Though
some emphasis has been given to personal and vocational attainments,
the prime measure of success for the mentally retarded has been in terms
of his social acceptance.
Ibid.
2
Anthony D. Chiappone, "Achievement and Adjustment in Mentally




The research of Bailer, Charles, Kennedy,-' and others has
shown that the educable mentally retarded students are capable of con¬
ducting their daily affairs without supervisors, getting along with
other people, obtaining and successfully holding a job and partaking
in civic affairs.
As one of their specific objectives for educating the educable
mentally retarded, Kirk and Johnson have stated, "They should learn
to participate in work for the purpose of earning their own livingj
i.e., they should develop occupational competence through efficient
vocational guidance and training as part of their school experience.^
It is inherent in the philosophy of democracy that all children
regardless of ability, race, or creed are entitled to an education
according to their potentials. In testing the educational objectives
of self-realization, human relationships, economic efficiency and
civic responsibility, "Uie Educational Policies Commission has included
almost every aspect of wcrth'vdiile htiman endeavor for which man has
potential. This list of objectives has served as a guideline of devel¬
oping educational programs for all types of exceptional children as well
barren Bailer, "A Study of the Present Social Status of a Group
of Adults Who When They were in Elementary School were Classified as
Mentally Defective," Genetic Psychology Monograph, XVIII (June, 1936),
p. 18.
^Don C. Charles, "ABility and Accomplishments of Persons Earlier
Judged Mentally Deficient," Genetic Psychology MonograjAi, XLVII (Febru¬
ary, 1953), pp. 3--71.
^Roby Jo Kennedy, "The Social Adjustment of Morons in a Connecti¬
cut City," (Mansfield-Southbury Training Schools: Hartford, Connecti¬
cut, 191^8), pp. 90-98.
^Samuel Kirk and Oiyille G. Johnson, Educating the Retarded Child
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Houghton-Mifflin Co., l95l), P» 17.
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as normal children. In general, these objectives can be applied to the
mentally retarded as well as to the average or gifted.
As a classroom teacher, the writer has had an opportunity to par¬
ticipate in the Vocational Rehabilitation and E. M. R. Workshop in
Atlanta, Georgia, has taught in the regular classes for a number of
years, and is now a teacher of educable mentally retarded students.
The writer's puipose was to gain greater knowledge and insight into
securing job placements for educable mentally retarded high school
students. This is the major motivation of this research.
Counseling, an important aspect of the school program, should be
used as an integral part of the program of education and vocational
preparation of retarded adolescents.
According to Goldstein and Heber, effective counseling and
guidance can occur through both formal and informal contacts with
students, thus all persons engaged in the education and rehabilitation
in the mentally retarded have some degree of counseling responsibility.^
Informal counseling occurs when the teacher takes advantage of
incidental opportunities which arise in relation to classroom activi¬
ties and assists students in coping with personal, social, academic
or vocational problems, along with various job requirements. The
teacher will be the person of greatest influence in personal and social
development of the child since he is the one who will develop the most
2
intimate relationship with the students, says Goldstein and Heber.
Herbert Goldstein and Rick Heber, "Preparation of Mentally
Retarded Youth for Gainful Employment,” Mental Retardation, ed. Jerome
Rothstein (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), p. 310.
2lbid.
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The effectiveness of the teacher's counseling as well as his teach¬
ing generally will depend on his understanding of the social and cultural
ramifications of mental retardation and its impact on personality develop¬
ment.
Formal counseling, according to Rothstein, implies the services
of professional persons with specific backgrounds of training and ex¬
perience in counseling and guidance who work in schools or in rehabili¬
tation agencies or both. The services of the professional counselor
become especially important to the school program for retarded adolescents
vdiere major personal, social, and vocational problems arise as a result
of the impending integration into employment and community living.^
Some school systems employ counselors for specific kinds of coun¬
seling activities. A common example of this is the school placement
counselor who contacts employers regarding job opportunities, orients
them as to the needs and abilities of prospective mentally retarded
employees, assists employers in obtaining necessary adjustments re¬
garding labor lafs and other requiremaits and attempts to match students
to appropriate available positions.
The basic assumptions underlying the conceptual framework of this
study are indicated below;
1. Secondary schools have the responsibility for educating
all of the students to the highest level of achievement.
The educable mentally retarded are no exception.
2. Secondary schools can provide vocational experiences
for educable mentally retarded students.
3. Secondaiy schools can train educable mentally retarded
^id.
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students for work in the community by providing on-
job-training placement located in the community.
ii. High school counselors can be of service in job
placement of educable ii»ntally retarded students.
Evolution of the problem.—Because of the expanded secondary
program for the educable mentally retarded students in Chatham County,
eirphasis is placed on social adjustment and prevocational experiences
which will enable the student to make an independent living in the
community.
This study was developed in response to an expressed need on the
part of the faculty and administration of the Tompkins High School in
Savannah, Georgia to evaluate the attitudes, habits and social adjust¬
ments of these students. Thus, the writer's desire to conduct this
study grew out of an awareness of the need to train educable mentally
retarded students for occupational opportunities which will be necessary
for their economic and social needs. These needs were as follows:
1. To be a success as an employee.
2. To be a success as a homemaker.
3. To be a success as a citizen.
Contribution to educational research.—It was the desire of the
writer that this study would provide evidence which will encourage
further study in the area of teaching educable mentally retarded stud¬
ents in the secondary schools. It was also hoped that this study would
contribute knowledge about the growth of the educable mentally retarded
high school students in this particular school.
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study was
to prepare case studies and evaluate fifteen educable mentally retarded
8
students enrolled in Toir^jkins High school, in order to show how academic,
intellectual, personal and social attributes contribute to the Vocational
status of these subjects who were eligible for job placement in the com¬
munity.
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to
determine how a group of educable mentally retarded students react in
habits, attitudes, social relationships and academic achievements as
a basis for job placement in the communi-ty.
More specifically, the study attempted to achieve the following;
1. To obtain a general description of the subjects of the study.
2. To determine the socio-economic status of each subject.
3. To determine the teachers' ratings of the subjects in
appearance, manners, citizenship, initiative and classroom
activity.
I4.. To determine the chronological age, mental age, and
Intelligence quotient of each subject.
5* To determine the subjects' grade placement level of
achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling.
6. To determine the expressed occupational interests of
the subjects for the p\irpose of guiding them in the
selection of realistic occupations.
7. To determine to what extent the teacher and the vocational
rehabilitation consultant were of assistance to the sub¬
jects in proper job placement in view of the subjects'
needs, aspirations, and capabilities.
8. To determine job supervisors' ratings of subjects placed
on training stations.
9. To determine the type of enployment these educable mentally
retarded students will probably obtain.10,To draw implications and formulate recommendations on the
basis of findings and conclusions derived from the analyses
and interpretations of the collected data.
Definitions of terms.—For the purpose of this study, the
9
following terra connotes the meaning indicated:
1. “The educable mentally retarded child” usually is
considered to be one of school age found to have
an I. Q. range from appix)ximately ^0 to 75 as
determined by individual intelligence tests ad- ^
ministered by a qualified psychological examiner.
Limitations of the study.—This study was primarily concerned
with fifteen educable mentally retarded high school studaits enrolled
in Tompkins High School in Savannah, Geoz^a.
Locale of the study.—This study was conducted during the fall
of I96U through ihe spring of 1966 at the Tompkins High School in
Savannah, Georgia.
Savannah, the third largest city in Georgia, was founded by a
party of men led by James Edward Oglethorpe on February 12, 1733.
Its population is over l50,000 of -vdiich forty-five per cent are Negroes.
Tompkins High School is located on the extreme west side of the
town in the heart of the indvistrial area.
Description of subjects.—The subjects were fifteen mentally re¬
tarded students (eight boys and seven girls) in the special class at
Tompkins High School in Savannah, Georgia.
Research method.—The Descriptive-Szirvey Method was used involving
tests, cumulative records, interviews and rating scales.
Procedural steps.—The data necessary to the development of this
study were gathered, organized, analyzed, interpreted and presented
in this research through the following steps:
^Christine P. Ingram, Education the Slow Learning Child
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, I960), p, 12.
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1. Permission was granted for gathering the pertinent data
for the execution of the research,
2. Fifteen students who had been given tests for special
class were selected.
3. The study of cumulative records, data from interviews
and visits to the subjects' homes enabled the writer
to obtain first-hand infoimation for this study,
U* Interviews with parents were held in the subjects'
homes.
5. All teachers to T^ora the subjects went were asked to
fill out questionnaires,
6. The data from the test results, cumulative records,
interviews and teachers' and supervisors' ratings
were assembled and used in writing the fifteen case
studies.
7. Summary statements on each subjects' case study were
given by the writer,
8. A survey of the types of work available in the community
was made to determine gainful employment for these edu-
cable mentally retarded students.
Description of the instruments.—The Wide Range Achievement Test^
was used to measure achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling.
In content, this test is limited to the three basic subjects: reading,
arithmetic and gelling.
In the word reading test, the subject's skill is essayed without
the interference of context and comprehension. The test is one of the
most reliable and valid tests of reading as a motor skill. In addition,
its administration and scoring hardly ever consume more time than five
minutes.
The arithmetic test consists of a series of problems. Each grade
^Joseph Hastax and B. Sidney, Manual of Directions and Inter-
pretations for The Wide Range Achievement Test (Wilmington, Delaware:
19II5T:
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level has an adequate sampling of problems arranged in their approxi¬
mate order of difficulty. This test may be administered individually
or in a group. Thirty minutes is the time required for this test.
The Vfechsler Adult Intelligence Scale^ was used to obtain the
intelligence quotient of the subjects. This test comprises eleven
sub-tests. Six are grouped into a verbal scale and five are grouped
into a perfoiraance scale. Mien enployed by competent examiners who
understand the limitations of the scales they are fairly useful instru¬
ments for evaluating the intelligence of adolescaita and adults.
The cumulative record card contains information on Ihe subjects*
school achievement, educational background of parents, standardized
test results, special abilities and talents, home background, economic
status, health status and samples of subjects' work.
The writer interviewed each subject during a special time at
school, for the purpose of securing desired information. The subjects,
informed of the purpose of the interview, were very cooperative.
Private interviews were held with parents in their homes at a
time convenient to them. This information is included as a part of
each case study.
Rating scales frcm teachers gave the writer information \diich
helped her better \mderstand the student. These ratings shed light on
the students' habits, attitudes, class attendance, conduct, quality
of work and interests.
^echsler, David, The Measurement of Adult Intelligence, 3rd ed.
(Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Company).
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Anecdotal records contained brief descriptions of subjects'
behavior in different settings.
The woric supervisor gave brief statements of subjects' performance
on the job and training station.
Survey of literature.—In the literature pertaining to the educable
mentally retarded student, there appears to be definite agreonent that
an understand!!^ of his characteristics and adjustments are necessary
to good guidance and clear understanding on the part of all concerned.
The literature \hich appears to be pertinent to the present study and
-Hhich seems most likely to make significant contributions to the basic
understandings sought herein will be geared mainly to gainful employ¬
ment in the community.
Wellman says that there are foTir phases indicated in the process
of moving from school to employment. They are:
1. Occupational choice
2. Preparation for work
3. Placement for work
li. Growth and adjustment to the job^
Moving from school to eii5>loyment is not only the responsibility
of the youth, the parents and the school, but it is the responsibility
of all idio are in a position to assist.
Educable mentally retarded students are studaats with similar
needs of other students. Difference in degree rather than kind is the
pattern most descriptive of the groupj hence, most educable mentally
^Frank E. Wellman, Transition from School to Work (Washington:
U. S. Government Printing Office, 1957).
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retarded students are within the average range in many developmental
areas. According to the "Guide to Curriculum Development for Educable
Mentally Retarded Children”, the primary deviation of the group lies
in the area of intellectual growth and development. The majority of
the characteristics usually ascribed to the group are related either to
intellectual defects or to the results of such defects in other areas
of growth and development. To list all characteristics found among
educable mentally retarded students is difficult, if not impossible,
1






6. Personal and social
7. Occupational
Goldstein and Seigle said that the need for efficient reliable
methods for assessing and diagnosing mental retardation is basic and
that assessment and diagnosis lead to classification, which should pro¬
vide the foundation for prevention, treatment, training, education and
research.^
In light of the research on mental retardation, what are some of
the characteristics of the educable mentally retarded? First, all
characteristics are a matter of degree and not of kind. Thus, any
person regardless of intellectual status may, under certain conditions,
show evidence of frustration and, to some degree an inability to handle
Georgia State Department of Education, A Guide to Curriculum
Development for the Educable Mentally Retarded, (Atlanta, Georgia, 1963),
pp. 2-5.
Herbert Goldstein and Dorothy Seigle, "Characteristics of Educable
Mentally Handicapped Children," Mental Retardation, ed. Jerome Rothstein
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, xyoii), pp. 208-210.
abstractions in problem solving. Second, the term, characteristics of
the educable mentally retarded implies a group behavior, and individuals
in the group may exhibit any one or a combination of characteristics and
in some cases none worthy of mentioning. Third, despite the fact that
the behavioral characteristics such as rate of mental development and
physical status are continuously exerting a critical influence on the
total performance of the child.
The primary characteristics of educable mentally retarded students
are representative of intellectual and physical growth and development.
They are in the child from the moment of conception. For many years it
was held that these characteristics were constant and incapable of
being modified.^ However, in recent years, research and experience
have shown that modifications introduced into the child's environment
in the form of cultural, dialectic and educational measures can have a
marked effect on the child's intellectual and physical growth.
Physical growth and maturation of educable mentally retarded
children follow the same sequence as their normal peers. It has been
contended that as a group, they are somewhat inferior in size and weight
as compared with children of the same age and that they are more prone
to illness and that ihe prevalence of physical handicaps is greater.
The first two, inferiority in physical development and proneness to
illness, make it difficult to determine whether these characteristics
are directly associated with mental handicaps or with environmental
Herbert Goldstein and Dorothy Seigle, A Curriculum Guide for
Teachers of the Educable Mentally Handicapped, (Danville, Illinois:
The Interstate Publi^ers, Inc., ), p, U,
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conditions or both.
Basically, the intellectual characteristics of educable mentally
retarded children are similar to those of their normal peers in that
they follow the same developmental sequences.^
The I. Q. and all it implies serves as a major criterion in the
definition of educable mentally retarded for the purpose of special
class placement.
It is therefore, very important that administrators and teachers
be alert to the existence of physical handicaps in terms of relevant
cases. Educational treatment should be focused on the educable men¬
tally retarded child as a total organism and not a few unique condi¬
tions.
Primarily some of the characteristics of educable mentally re¬
tarded students are the outcome or expression of conflict or imbalance
between the child's primary characteristics and his physical and social
environment. The secondary characteristics most frequently take the
form of behavior and attitude.
Most schools for the subnormal or educable mentally retarded
students provide an opportunity for vocational rehabilitation throu^
on-the-job training. Windle gives two reasons idiy this form of treat¬
ment is popular. First, -these children re3y heavily upon routine ways
of performing. They are regarded as requiring training in correct
work habits, including training both in general atti-tudes ^hich apply
to most jobs and the specific skills aj^ropriate for the types of manual
jobs -they are most likely -to otfcain in -the community. The second reason
Herbert Goldstein and Dorothy Seigle, op. cit., p. 206.
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•why on-'the-job training is popular is that this kind of program pro-
■vides a rationale for ha'ving students perform work which is very
necessary to their li-vlng in adulthood.^
McGraw and Sullivan have found that occupational e3qperiences
in school for the mentally retarded students are most Important in
determining the success of the student and his adjustment in "tiie com-
2
munity la-ber.
In his work exp alienee program for educable mentally retarded
students, Boyce describes the three year operational program as
successful in meeting its objective which iiq)roved the student's per¬
sonality, confidence, attitudes, work habits and promoted the feeling
of "I can do it."^
Shimbeigand Reichenberg, from their stuc^y, found that it is
possible to predict "the conditions under which subnormal students will
make a satisfactory adjustment in the community.^
Other studies have shown ■that the successful rehabilitation of
educable mentally retarded students into competitive employment and
independent living is probably too expensive and conplex a task to be
carried out effectively by any one agency. It is a -task which may
■'■Charles Windle, "Prognosis of Mental Subnormals," Supplement to
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, XLVI No. $ (March, 1962J, pp.
m-ii-/.
^McGraw-Sullivan, "Case Studies on Siblings," American Journal
of Men'tel Deficiency, Vol, 1 (March, 1962), pp. 116-17.
Douglas A. Boyce, "A Work Experience Program for Educable Men¬
tally Retarded Students," Exceptional Children (Januaiy, 1962), p. 85.
Si. E. Shimbei^, and W. Reichengerg, "The Success and Failure of
Subnormal Children in -the Community," Mental Hygiene, X7II (*^uly, 1933),
pp. lil5-65.
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require utilization of total coramunity resources for the achievement
of mA-yimiim results. The Vocational Rehabilitation Agency and Ihe
school are the chief agencies to lead in this responsibility.
In a review of research on adjustment of retardates to the com¬
munity, Rothstein says that the primary reasons for job failures in¬
clude temperamental instability, lack of responsibility, inability to
take advice, unsatisfactory home conditions; inefficiency and low
frustration tolerance.^
Goldstein in a comprehensive review, concluded from comparative
studies of retardates that educables cease to be thought of as retarded
as they make acceptable adjustment in the community. Most of them
marry, raise families, buy homes and become gainfully employed usually
o
at unskilled or semi-skilled jobs.
Porter and Milazzo compared post-school adjustment of special
class and regular class "graduates'* and foimd that special class edu-
cable mentally retardates conform better to social standards, d]rf.ft
less from place to place and are economically more self-sufficient.
This study lends support to others already named. The evidence indi¬
cated that job placement for the educable mentally retarded is desir¬
able.^
T
Lloyd Diuin and Rudolph Capobianco, "Mental Retardation: A
Review of Research," Mental Retardation, ed. Jerome Rothstein (New
York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1962), pp. 559-58.
^Ibid.
Rutherford B. Porter and Tony C. MLlazzo, "Mental Retardation:
A Review of Research," Mental Retardation, ed. Jerome Rothstein (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), pp. 557-58.
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In an investigation based on interviews with ^20 parents of re¬
tarded students formerly enrolled in New York City classes during the
period 1950-1955> Delp and Lorenz found 50 per cent living at home.
Twelve per cent of 8U subjects worked for pay at one time or another
and that employed males outnumbered employed females U to 1. Most of
them performed simple tasks such as sweeping, dusting, washing dishes,
or carrying out messenger services. They also found that there is a
need for follow-up studies of iiiis type.^
O’Conner and Tizard stimulated research in studying employ-
ability of British retardates with I.Q.’s below 50. Loos and Tizard
studied trainable persons in a workshop setting. After training these
eii?)loyables' output of folded boxes was found to be greater than that
of high-grade retardates. Consistency, however, was not as oharacteris-
2
tic of the trainables as it was for the higher-grade retardates.
In recent years a ntimber of experimental sheltered workshops
for adolescents and adults with sub-fifty to eighty I.Q.'s have been
established through grants from the U. S. Office of Vocational Rehabili¬
tation. Reports of their effectiveness will add more needed knowledge
3
to this relatively new field.
It is said that the problem of mental retardation presents such a
myriad of medical, social, psychological, educational and vocational
Lloyd Dunn and Rudolph Capobianco, op. cit., pp. 558-61.
%eil O'Conner and Jack Tizard, "Mental Retardation: A Review
of Research," Mental Retardation," Mental Retardation, ed. Jerome
Rothstein, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1962), pp. 558-66.
National Association for Retarded Children, Directory of Sheltered
Workshops. (Washington, D. C.: The Association, 1961}, p. 6.
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handicaps that no one technique leads to its amelioration. A multi¬
disciplinary team approach initiates a positive rehabilitation process
designed to take the educable retardate through evaluation, training
and placement.
The writer cannot conclude without mentioning a few of the facts
pertaining to this problem as stated by John W. Gardner, a member of
the President's National Committee for the I960 White House Conference
on Children and Youth. In writing the Preamble for the sessions, he
stated, "We recognize that never before, indeed never in our history
has it been more important that we strengthen our free society and
demonstrate its creative potentialities by insuring that each child
fulfills the promise that is in hira."^ In appraising the problems of
children and youth we have recognized the devastating rapidity of
change which marks this moment in our society.
According to the President's National Committee report, there
are 5^000,000 retarded individuals of aU ages in America. Seventy
per cent of aU lifetime disabilities originating in childhood are
the result of mental retardation, and that there are 27,000 educable
mentally retarded but only one fourth of this number are enrolled in
2
any type of educational program.
Studies have shown that the probability of successful adjustment
is increased idien students who are educable are assisted in leamii^
experiences which will prepare them for economic and social adjustment
John ¥. Gardner, White House Conference on Children and Youth,




Despite the fact that all precautions to insure success with the
work program for educable mentally retarded students, have been taken,
a few will fail on "the job. TfJhen this happens it is necessary that the
teacher employ means by lAiich the student can achieve success following
a job failure. The special class teacher, the student, and the employ¬
er should confer and analyze the experience to see if there was any¬
thing either of them could have done to prevent the failure. Wayne L.
Singstock said that, a re-evaluation of parental attitudes might prove
beneficial, and that ^en the teacher feels assured that the student
is prepared, he should be tried on another job with all possible effort
being made to insure a successful experience.^
The following reasons are those which are most often given ly
employers for not wanting to work with retarded students as listed in
2
the High School Journal by Wayne L. Signstock:
1. "They require too much supervision"
2. "I don't have time to give them help"
3. "Sometimes their jobs have to be done over"
it. "They are not thorough in performing -their job"
5. "They play around too much"
6. "They have poor attitudes toward work"
7. "They have a lack of personal cleanliness".
^ayne L. Singstock, "Planning an In-School Work Program for





There are other reasons which may prevent successful placement
of sane students on an in-school ^job.
Many of these causes can be eliminated if the teachers acknowledge
the suggestions made previously according to Jerome H. Rothstein.^ Some
of these are:
1. A chance in supervisory personnel requiring a
different method of procedure on "the job without
fully explaining to the student.
2. Lack of acceptance of the work experience pro¬
gram by the student and/or parents. (Some
parents feel that school time should be devoted
to the three R's).
3. Lack of variety of task to perform on a job.
li. Unrealistic attitudes of students about their
capabilities.
5. Prejudice of some employers because the student
is retarded.
Occupational training within Ihe school, students* interests,
parents aspirations, and real work situations are very important for
a successful in-school and out-of-school job placement program.
Davis, in a Study to Ascertain the Nature of the Intellectual
Organization of Ten Retarded Children on the basis of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale," found that all subjects had defective intelli¬
gence ranging in I.Q.’s from $0 to 80 which included one borderline
case. Each subject was unique with certain strengths and weaknesses
but all had intellectual organizations of varying degrees in capa-
Jerome H. Rothstein, Mental Retardation, (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and ¥inston, 1962), p. 219.
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cities.
In structuring a program for mentally retarded students. Martens
states that the subjects of the elementary school should be integrated
into broad areas of experiences. The curriculum should be organized
into logical areas such as physical and mental health, social experi¬
ences, experiences in the arts and manual and pre-vocational experi¬
ences. This organization serves to broaden the basic expeidences of
2
the child beyond that offered by the regular school curriculum.
A study conducted by Schmidt indicates that liien a special effort
is made to adapt materials and methods to the ability and needs of the
retarded child beneficial results are obtained. The study was concerned
with the development of social awareness and usefulness, and with civic
competence, as well as with useful academic skills. There is evidence
from this study that a program designed for the rehabilitation of the
mentally retarded during ihe early adolescent years will result in the
development of boys and girls with an increase in social competence,
personal responsibility and vocational usefulness.^
Mildred L. Davis, "A Study to Ascertain the Nature of the Intel¬
lectual Organization of Ten Retarded Children on the Basis of the
VJechsler Intelligence Scale,” (Unpublished Master's thesis. School of
Education, Atlanta University, 1953.)
2
E. H. Martens, ”A Guide to Curriculum Adjustment for Mentally
Retarded Children.” Bulletin No. 11 (Washington, D. C.: Department
of Interior Office of Education, 1936).
^B. G. Schmidt, ”The Rehabilitation of Feebleminded Adolescents,”
School and Society, (19U5), p. 62.'
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
Introductory statement.—The purpose of this chapter is to pre¬
sent, analyze and interpret the data obtained by the data-gathering
instruments employed in this study. The data-gathering instruments
were as follows: (1) the teachers’ rating scales, (2) the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale, (3) the Wide Range Achievement Test (k)
the job supervisors’ rating scales and (5) the job survey questionnaire.
The data in this chapter have been presented in accordance with
purposes three, four, five, eight and nine. These were:
3. To determine the teachers’ ratings of the subjects
in appearance, manners, citizenship, initiative aid
classroom activity.
U. To determine the chronological ages, mental ages
and the intelligence quotients of the subjects.
5. To determine the subjects’ grade placement levels
of achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling.
8. To determine job supervisors’ ratings of subjects
placed on training stations.
9. To determine the type of employment these educable
mentally retarded subjects might obtain.
Status of subjects’ personal traits.—The teachers’ ratings of
the fifteen educable mentally retarded subjects’ personal traits are
shown in Table 1, page 2k» Table 1 revealed that no boys rated above
average in appearance, manners, classroom activity, citizenship, habits
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TABLE 1
RATING BY TEACHERS OF SUBJECTS' APPEARANCE, MANNERS, CLASSROOM ACTIVITY, CITIZENSHIP,
ATTITUDES AND HABITS
Above Average Average Below Average No Judgment







Citizenship (able to work
with others, comes on
time)
3 8 3 1






Attitudes 5 7 2 1 15
7 6 15Habits 1 1
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and attitudes. However, in these same items, seven girls rated above
average. Eight boys were rated average in appearance; seven boys were
rated average in classroom activity and eight in citizenship, while
five boys were rated average in attitudes; seven were rated average
in habits. Three girls were rated average in appearance; five were
rated average in manners, and six were rated average in classroom
activities, citizenship, habits and attitudes. One girl and one boy
were rated below average in appearance and one girl was rated below
average in citizenship and attitudes. As a group, the fifteen subjects
rated average in personal habits Indicating that there are no serious
problems in this to be considered in counseling them for vocational
training.
Intelligence status.--The fifteen subjects were tested by the
Chatham County school psychologist. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale was the test used. Table 2, page 26, lists the results yielded
from this test.
An. analyzis of the data in Table 2 reveals a full scale I. Q.
range of 56 to 79 for the subjects tested and the median I.Q. of 71«
The verbal scale scores ranged from 58 to 79 and the performance scale
scores ranged from 68 to 87. This range indicated that all of the
subjects scored within the limits of the educable mentally retarded,
according to the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
The chronological ages ranged from 17.5 to 19.1» The mean chrono¬
logical age was 18.2.
The mental ages ranged from 11,2 to 18.9. The mean mental age was
l5.U. The difference in the two means was 2.8 years for the group.
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF THE WECHSLER ADULT INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR FIFTEEN











18.8 16.1 7li 7U 72
M.L. 17.6 16.3 7U 7i^ 78
J.J. 18.2 13.9 79 66 72
C.F. 19.1 18.9 75 87 79
B.S. 17.8 lli.3 65 76 69
J.C. 18.1 15.9 79 70 69
C.R. 18.0 15.9 73 79 7k
H.M. 17.5 lli.6 70 69 70
W.K. 18.9 11.2 58 72 62
J.H. 18.3 16.6 78 77 76
R.K, 19.10 17.li 72 86 77
M.M.
, 18.0 15.5 7U 73 72
U.W. 18 .U 16.7 76 79 72
T.B. 18.6 12.5 63 69 56
B.R. 18.0 16.6 76 82 77
Mean 18.2 16.U 72 71 71
Academic achievement status.—The academic achievement status of
the subjects was determined by their performance on the Wide Range
Achievement Test. The performances of the subjects on these tests
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have been shown in terms of grade placement levels in the three major
components of the testj namely (1) Reading (2) Arithmetic and (3)
Spelling.
The results of the Wide Range Achievement Test are shown in Table
3, below. Table 3 indicates that the fifteen retardates \Aio took the
TABLE 3
RESULTS OF THE WIDE RANGE ACHIEVEMENT TEST FCR FIFTEEN
EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED SUBJECTS
Subject Readtog Level Arithmetic Level Spelling Level
B. A. 3.8 14.5 2.3
M. L. li.O i;.! 3.I4
J. J. U.5 3.7 3.5
C. F. 2.9 5.0 2.0
B. S. ii.2 li.7 3.I4
J. C. 2.2 k.h 1.5
C. R. 2.8 3.6 2.1
H. M. 3.0 U.o 2.5
¥. K. 2.8 3.5 2.I4
J. H. 2.8 3.9 2.2
R. K. 3.6 5.0 2.6
M. M. 2,h 14.2 2.2
U. W. 3.2 3.U 2.5
T. B. 2.5 3.3 2.6
B. R. 3.U u.u 2.U
Mean 3.2 I4.I 2.14
Wide Range Achievement Test earned scores on the Reading Test which
ranged from a grade placement level of 2.2 to li.5. The mean grade
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placement level for the group was 3•2.
On the Arithmetic Test the retardates grade placement levels
ranged from 3»3 to 5*0. The mean for the group on this test was ii.l.
The pupils obtained grades from 1,5 to 3*5 on the Spelling Test.
The mean grade placement level for the group on this test was 2.U*
This showed that the group was achieving at a level commensurate to
their abilities as indicated by their intelligence quotients.
Work adjustment status.---The work adjustment status as reported
by the job supervisors on the training stations is shown in Table U,
below. Table U shows that for -the thirteen subjects placed, the ratings
ranged from poor to good or above. The greatest number received a
TABIE k
DATA OBTAINED PROM JOB SUPERVISORS' WORK ADJUSTMENT REPORTS
FOR EDUCABDE MENTALLY RETARDED TRAINEES
Number Rating
Items Considered Good and Above Fair Poor Total
Personal habits 8 k 1 13
Attitudes 7 5 1 13
Relations with other
workers 7 1 13
Work habits and skills 6 6 1 13
rating of good or above; personal habits 8; attitudes, 7; relations
with other workers, 7 and work habits and skills, 6, A rating of fair
was received by four in personal habits, 5 in attitudes, 5 in relations
with other workers and 6 in work habits and skills. Only one of the
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thirteen placed on job training stations, rated poor in all items con-
sidered.
Availability of training stations and vork.—The availability of
training stations aid work for the subjects of this study are listed
in Table below. The listings of duties are applicable to the skills,
TABLE 5
DATA OF AVAILABLE TRAINING STATIONS AND WORK IN THE COMMUNITY
FOR THESE EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED SUBJECTS
Job Training Stations Duties Performed
1. Bakeries Loading and delivering breads
2. Bottling Company Helper on delivery trucks
3. Beauty Salon Helper (assist in washing hair,
answering the telephone and
cleaning the salon)
h. Cafeteria Preparing food for cooking and
serving as a waiter or waitress.
Dry Cleaning and
Laundry
Preparing clothes for cleaning,
pressing; ticketing and assorting.
6. Convalescent Home Nurses' aide: cleaning and setting
up trays.
7. Dairies Delivery
8. Drive-in-Theatres Bus boys
9. Drug Stores Delivery and cleaning
HO * Fish Markets Delivery and cleaning
11. Hat Salon Helpers




Job Training Stations Duties Performed
Hi. Sugar Refinery, Inc.
(on becoming of age) Sugar baggers, etc.
15. Bag and Paper Company Helper
16. Senior Citizen Center Wood work
interests and abilities of the subjects of this study, in that they
represent semi-skilled and unskilled occupations.
CHAPTER in
CASE STUDIES
Introductory statement*—The purpose of this chapter was to pre¬
sent case studies of the fifteen educable mentally retarded subjects
involved in this study. Group data are valuable, but they do not give
the teacher a picture of the individual This chapter contains a case
study of each of the fifteen subjects studied. The names of the
individuals have been withheld, but are referred to by their given and
surname initials. These case studies have been presented in accordance
with pujrposes one, two, six and seven. These were:
1. To obtain a general description of tiie siibjects
of the study.
2. To determine the socio-economic status of each
subject.
6. To determine the subjects* expressed occupational
interests for the purpose of guiding them in the
realistic selection of occupations.
7. To determine to what extent the vocational rehabili¬
tation consultant and the teachers were of assistance
to the subjects in proper job placement, in view
of the subjects' needs, aspirations and capabilities.
In addition, the case studies include the components of intelli¬
gence, academic achievement, personal traits, work adjustments and
samples of employment compatible with the components.
1. Intelligence—Intelligence was derived from -the scores
obtained on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale.
2. Academic Achievement—Academic achievement was derived
from scores obtained on the Wide Range Achievement Test.
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3. Personal Traits—Personal traits were derived from rating
sheets obtained from teachers of the subjects.
i^. Work Adjustments—¥ork adjustments were obtained from job
supervisors on training stations where the subjects were
placed as trainees.
The Case of B. A.
CA: 18.8 M.A.: 16.1 I. Q.; 72
B. A. was born October 2k, 19)41. She was the third in a family
of four children. Her mother's health was poor during the pre-natal
period. Regiilar examinations were not made during the entire period;
however, B. A. was delivered normally without instruments after a
four hour labor period. B. A.'s exact weight and length were not
known. She was toilet-trained by the age of three.
When B. A. was four years of age, her mother was taken to the
State Mental Institution, Her father passed away the following year
at the age of 75. At this time B. A.'s maternal aunt and uncle assumed
the responsibility of rearing B. A. and other siblings.
Her aunt stated in an interview that B. A. was slow in learning
to talk and did not speak clearly until she was three and a half years
of age. She fvirther stated that B. A. had grown faster than her sister
but was mentally slower.
B, A. lived in a home of typical average industrial workers in a
small area of the city. Her aunt and uncle provided home conditions
commensTirate with their economic level. They showed considerable
interest and appreciation of the school* s efforts to help B. A. The
socio-economic level was rated as lower.
Teachers rated B. A. above average in appearance; average in
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manners, classroom activity, and citizen^ipj below average in initia¬
tive.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to B. A,
and indicated -that her Verbal intelligence quotient was 7Uj her per¬
formance scale was Jk and her full scale intelligence quotient was 72.
In order to determine B. A.'s level of achievement in reading,
arithmetic and spelling, the Wide Range Achievement Test was adninis-
tered. She obtained a reading grade placement level of 3*3, an arith¬
metic grade placement level of and a spelling grade placement level
of 2.0.
B. A. in an interview, expressed her desire to become a beauti¬
cian. Orientation for on-the-job training for B. A. was initiated
by the vocational r^abilitation consultant. Even though she could
never become a professional beautician because of her inability to
read well enough to pass the state examination, she could benefit by
working as a helper in a beauty salonj therefore, she was placed
on a training station in a small beauty salon. Regular counseling
with B. A. on the training station and in school helped her to realize
her capability as a helper. B. A.'s job supervisor rated her as very
good in all work habits considered.
The Case of M. L.
CA: 17.6 H.A: 16.3 I.Q.: 78
M. L. was the first in a family of two children. Her mother was
sixteen years of age >dien she was bom. Delivery was in a hospital
and normal. M. L. weighed 7 pounds and 12 ounces at birth. Her length
at birth was not recorded. She had no physical defects and no serious
3U
childhood illnesses. M. L. walked at eleven months and talked clearly
at twenty months. She was toilet trained, at two years. Her father
was a painter and her mother worked as a maid in a private home. The
parents were married at an early age, however, the father deserted the
farniHy and went to a northern city. M. L., her mother and brother then
went to live with the grandparents liio owned their home. The home was
modernly furnished, clean and well kept. The socio-economic status of
M. L. rated as upper-lower. There was evidence of a pleasant, democra¬
tic atmosphere in M. L.'s household and the relationship was good.
M. L.'s teachers rated her above average in appearancej average
in manners, initiative, classroom activity and citizenship.
In order to ascertain M. L.'s intelligence quotient, the Wechsler
Adult Scale was administered and indicated that her verbal intelligence
quotient was 7U, her performance scale was and her full scale intel¬
ligence quotient was 78.
In reference to M. L.'s academic achievement the Wide Range Achieve¬
ment Test was administered. This test measured a reading grade place¬
ment of ii.O, an arithmetic grade placement of Ij..! and a spelling grade
placement of 3.0*
During the interview M. L. revealed her aspiration to become a
nurse. This occupational interest was unrealistic as tests had daown
her achievement level to be too low. It was then through the coopera¬
tive counseling of the vocational rehabilitation consultant and the
teacher with M. L. that she was placed in an atmo^here of her goal.
She was placed in a local hospital to work as a nurse's aide.
M. L.'s duties were to set up trays, replenish water bottles aid
3^
prepare vegetables for cooking. The adjustment to this work rather than
that of her goal was a difficult one until further counseling was given
by the vocational rehabilitation consultant and the teacher which en¬
abled M. L. to realize her limitations. M. L. began to enjoy her work
and did such a satisfactory job that her supervisor, who rated her work
as satisfactory, asked her to remain over the summer, an offer ^iiich
she readily accepted.
The extent to which the vocational rehabilitation consultant and
teacher assisted M. L. in proper job placement in light of her aspira¬
tions and needs seemingly encouraged her to think of her future role
as an employee and to perceive realistically her ability to do certain
jobs in accord with her ability.
The Case of M. M.
CA; 18.0 M: 15.5 I.Q.: 72
M. M. was an adopted baly. According to her birth certificate,
she was bom May 1, 19$k» She was adopted by these parents seven days
later. She was fed from Ihe bottle from birth. Her foster mother said
that she was toilet trained at two years and that she was slow cutting
teeth. The two older girls in the home immediately accepted M. M. as
their little sister. M. M. had measles, mumps and whooping cough dur¬
ing the latter part of her sixth year, but she enjoyed unusually good
health.
M. M.'s foster fater was an A.M.E. Minister, and her mother was a
domestic worker. M. M.'s work responsibility did little to restrict
her social activities and seemed not to interferewith school work,
although considerable credit must be given to the foster parents for
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the well organized and friendly home routine. The five room frame
house was freshly painted, clean, attractive inside and out. Their
socio-economic status was rated upper-lower.
Teachers rated M. M. as being above average in appearance, below
average in manners, average in classroom activity and initiative and
she was rated fair in citizenship.
M. M.'s intelligence quotient was measured by the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale. It revealed her verbal intelligence quotient as
7hj her performance intelligence quotient as 73 and her full scale
intelligence quotient as 72.
The Wide Range Achievement Test indie abed M. M. * s readtag grade
placement level as 2.It, her arithmetic grade placement level as 2.5,
and her spelling grade placement level as 2,2.
During an interview with M. M, she e3q)ressed her interest in get¬
ting married. She could not come to any decision about work.
The vocational rehabilitation consultant and tiie teacher had
several conferences with M. M. and finally it was decided that a
special project in budgeting and child care along with work duties in
home-making be given to her as she was already enrolled in a class
that could offer these experiences.
After counseling with M. M. many times it was felt that her aspira¬
tion as a homemaker would be of more benefit to her after having worked
on an in-school training station in tiie home economics department.
The home economics teacher rated her performance in the in-school
training station as good.
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The Case of W. K.
CA; 18.9 MA; 11.2 I.Q.; 62
¥. K. was born October l6, 19U5* He weighed eight pounds. His
mother had prenatal care during pregnancy. The delivery was normal.
W. K.'s immunization program began with small pox vaccination,
whooping cough, diptheria and tetanus innoculations. ¥. K. was first
in a fmaily of five children. The others were girls. ¥< K. was toilet
trained at 22 months. At an early age it was discovered that ¥. K.
had a hearing difficulty and when he began school his parents were able
to secure a hearing aid for .him through the school.
Parental relations were judged as good. His mother appeared secure
and happy in her role as housewife and mother. Undoubtedly, ¥. K. was
over-protected in his early years due to his hearing difficulty and a
speech defect.
¥. K. lived with his family in a low-income housing project. The
furnishings were terribly worn and there were no rvigs or anything to
make the home attractive. The family received financial help from the
welfare. The socio-economic status was rated as lower-lower.
According to teachers' ratings, ¥. K. was rated excellent in art,
average in appearance, manners, initiative, classroom activities and
citizenship.
In order to ascertain ihe intelligence quotient of ¥. K. the
¥echsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered. It revealed his
verbal intelligence quotient as 58, his performance intelligence quo¬
tient as 72, and his full scale intelligence quotient 62.
¥. K.'s level of achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling
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was determined by administering the Wide Range Achievement Test. It
yielded a reading grade placement level of 2.8, an arithmetic grade
placement level of 3.5 and a spelling grade placement level of 2.0.
•’Any kind of work”, was W. K.'s answer when asked about his occu¬
pational interests. The vocational rehabilitation consultant and teach¬
er counseled with ¥. K. and he was finally placed on a training-station
at the Senior Citizen's Service Club in the city. There he made dog
houses, drew and painted signs. At first he was slow in adjusting to
a mixed group of boys, but by continued counseling from the vocational
rehabilitation consultant he began to respond much better to his super¬
visor and his peers. His supervisor rated him fair to average.
Considering the hearing difficulty and speech defect, in determin¬
ing the type of employment for ¥. K., whatever he is capable of doing and
will do requires a lot of counseling and understanding in order to help
him to realize his capabilities.
The Case of B. R.
CA: 18.0 MA: 16.6 I.Q.: 77
B. R. was ihe first in a family of four children, all girls. She
was bom March 23, 19li7. Delivery was normal and she weighed 6 pounds
2 ounces at birth. Her length was not recorded. She had no physical
defects. B. R. contracted pneumonia idien she was three months old.
The aunt seemed to think that this left her weak physically. B. R.
walked at thirteen months and talked when she was nineteen months of
age. Her mother was sickly and after the birth of the baby sister the
mother grew worse at times. The socio-economic status was rated as
lower
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Teachers rated B. R. below average in appearance, manners, initia¬
tive, classroom activity and citizenship.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to B. R.
and indicated that her verbal intelligence quotient was 76, her per¬
formance intelligence quotient was 82 and her full scale intelligence
quotient was 77.
In order to determine B. R.'s level of achievement in reading,
arithmetic, and spelling, the Wide Range Achievement Test was adminis¬
tered. She obtained a reading grade placement level of 3*U, arithmetic
grade placement level of and a spelling grade placement level of
2.U.
During the interview B. R. e^^ressed her occupational Interest in
sewing or nursing. She was already enrolled in a home economics class
making very poor grades and was unable to use the tools necessary for
dewing. With this in mind the vocational rehabilitation consultant
and the teacher counseled B. R. until die was placed on a training
station with the school nurse, lAiere she served as a nurse's aide.
After six weeks of training she was recommended for job training
placement at a convalescent home. Through continued counseling B. R.
made the necessaiy adjustment to being a nurse's aide.
The type of employment for B. R. was determined after the rehabili
tation counselor assumed a consultative role in helping her to realize
her limitations.
B. R.'s work supervisor rated her satisfactorily in her work
habits
CA: 18.10 I.Q.: 77
ho
The Case of R. K.
MA: 17.h
R. K. was the second of five children. He was bom August 7> 19U6,
weighed 9 pounds at birth and was 18 inches in length. He walked when
he was fourteen months of age and talked at about 19 or 20 months, accord¬
ing to his mother. His father did not like to socialize and believed in
staying home with the excuse that he had so much to do. The mother com¬
plained that they stayed home all the time. She was at times mildly
annoyed, and blamed her husband for the lack of social life in the family.
He was a truck driver and was gone most of the time, while she stayed at
home with the family.
R. K. lived with his family in a quarters settlement about nine
miles from the city. It was a fovir room, wooden structure, boarded
window house with no conveniences inside at all. It was dark inside
the house even during the day. Socio-economic conditions were rated
as extremely lower-lower.
Teachers rated R. K. average in appearance, manners, initiative,
classroom activity and citizenship.
His intelligence quotient was measured by the Wechsler Adult Intel¬
ligence Scale. The results were as follows: his verbal intelligence
score was 72, his performance intelligence score was 86 and his full
scale intelligence score was 77.
In order to determine R. K.'s level of achievement, the Wide Range
Achievement Test was administered. This test indicated his reading
grade placement level as 3*6, his arithmetic grade placement level as
$,0 and his spelling grade placement level as 2.6.
Ui
In an interview R. K. expressed his willingness to work on any job
as long as he co\ild make some money, therefore he was considered for
job placement. After a few conferences xjUdi his teacher and the voca¬
tional rehabilitation consultant, he was placed on a job training assign¬
ment at the Senior Citizens' Center. He worked five days and refused to
continue his training. The reason he gave for leaving: "The work was
too hard." The consultant and the teacher continued to work with R. K.
until school closed. He left the city.
In R. K.'s case the type of enployraent he will probably obtain will
perhaps still be in the category listed on the table in the appendix and
until he realizes his limitations he will never,know what type work he
can do.
The supervisor on the job rated him as pooriin all areas considered.
The Case of C. R.
CA: 18.0 MA: 1^.9
C. R. was the eighth of ten children. One older sister was married
and lived on the east side of town. An older brother, twenty years old,
was severely mentally retarded, and had never enrolled in school. Four
children were enrolled in an elementary public school in the community.
Three were at home with the mother, who was a mental patient.
There was no information from parents because ■the writer was xm-
able to meet the father. C. R.'s mother was mentally ill and was unable
to give substantial report of the family, therefore the information in
this case study comes strictly from the subject, school records and
teacher observations.
C. R. was bom November 7, 19U7* The father was an aldoholic and
spent only a short time at home. They lived in one of the project
houses on the west side of town. The house was unclean and the furni¬
ture tattered. The situation was a deplorable one and rated lower-
lower on the socio-economic scale.
Vhen G. H. was asked about his aims in life^ he said he wanted to
work to finance his mother's treatment. His father would not sign the
papers which would admit her to a hospital.
Teachers rated C. R. below average in appearance, average in man¬
ners, initiative and citizenship and fair in classroom activity.
In order to ascertain the student's intelligence quotient, the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered by the Chatham County
school psychologist. It indicated a verbal intelligence quotient of 73,
a performance intelligence quotient of 79 and a full scale intelligence
quotient of 7U.
His reading, arithmetic and spelling levels were measured by the
Wide Range Achievement Test. It indicated his reading grade placement
level as 2.8, his arithmetic grade placement level as 3*6 and his spel¬
ling grade placement level as 2.0.
During an interview with C. R., he said that he had been working at
a nearby small grocery store, but did not make much money. He wanted a
better job so that he could finance his mother's medical treatment.
The vocational rehabilitation consultant immediately scouted the
community in search of better enployment for C. R, and was successful
in locating a job in a larger grocerteria which paid J. C. a higher
salary. This pleased him very much.
In this case there was no choice for J. C., he wanted to and was
ready, seemingly to do any kind of work.
His supervisor rated him satisfactory in getting along with others
habits, traits and attitudes.
The Case of B. S,
CA: 17.8 MA: lU,3 I.Q.: 69
B, S. was Ihe second of six children, four girls and two boys. An
older sister, who was mentally retarded was employed as a maid. The
sister next to her was also mentally retarded and in ihe special class
in elementary school. Two younger brothers were enrolled in ihe regu¬
lar classes.
Her mother had no medical care during the prenatal period, tut
apparently enjoyed good health. A doctor was called in for delivery.
B, S. weighed 6 pounds at birth. Her length was not recorded. She
was the only one of the children who was bottle fed because of her
mother’s weakened condition resulting from ihe father's death three
days after B. S. was born. Her habit formation was average and there
were no serious illnesses.
The mother could not recall when B, S. began to talk, but she did
remember that she had all her baby teeth by eighteen months and could
walk well at one year of age.
B. S. lived with her mother and three siblings about eight miles
from town in a swamp area liiere most of the houses were tmpainted and
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uhkept. The rented house contained fo\ir small, poorly fvirnished rooms
overcrowded with junk. The mother was the sole provider for the fami¬
ly. The socio-economic status was rated as lower-lower.
Teachers rated B. S. as average in appearance, manners, initiative
citizenship and classroom activity.
In order to ascertain B. S.'s intelligence quotient the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered. The results revealed a
perfonnance intelligence quotient of 6^, a verbal intelligence quotient
of 76 and a full scale intelligence quotient of 69.
With the administration of the Wide Range Achievement Test to B. S.
her grade placement levels were measured as reading, U.2j arithmetic,
it.? and gelling 3«0.
B. S., in an interview expressed her desire to become a ntxrse's
aide. She was placed on a training station in the school's infirmary
at first and later with some consultation from the teacher and the
vocational rehabilitation consultant, she was placed on a job training
station in one of the hospitals. Her duties were to help prepare
vegetables, and cleaning and setting up trays for the patients. She
was supervised by the head dietician who stated that B. S.'s work
was highly satisfactory.
The supervisor rated her as good in attitudes and habits while
working with others. She was rated as satisfactory in her ability to
follow directions and in accepting assignments.
The t3rpe of employment B. S. expressed an interest in made it
meaningful to work with her from the beginning. She seemed to have
realized her limitations and was ready to accept her responsibility in
•vdiat she could do best.
The Case of C. F.
CA: 19.1 MA: 18.9 I. Q.: 79
C. F., the first in a family of two children, was bom March 3»
19U6 in a city hospital when his mother was 17 years of age. Delivery
was normal. He weighed five and a half pounds at birth and was a
short baby. He had no physical defects, however, it is reported that
he had polio at an early age but soon recovered.
Childhood diseases included measles, chicken pox and mumps. The
usual vaccination and preventive innoculations were given C. F. He
vralked at 1$ months and talked at 20 months. He was toilet trained
around two but occasionally wet the bed until he was 12 years old.
His sister also wet the bed until she was eight years old.
C. F. lived in ihe slum area of the city in a dilapidated, un¬
painted three room house. There were no decent furnishings in any of
the rooms.
Since both parents were alcoholic one could not expect a better
situation. The socio-economic status was rated as lower-lower.
He was rated by his teachers as below average in appearance; how¬
ever, in his manners, classrocan activities, initiative aid citizenship,
he was rated as average.
In order to ascertain C. F.'s intelligence quotient, the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered. It measured a verbal intel¬
ligence quotient of 75; performance intelligence quotient of 87 and a
full scale intelligence quotient of 79*
In order to determine C. F.’s level of achievement in reading,
arithmetic aid spelling, the Wide Range Achievement Test was adminis¬
tered to him. The following scores were measured: his reading grade
placement level was 2.9, his arithmetic grade placement level was 5.0
and his spelling grade placement level was 2.0.
During an interview vjith C. F., he expressed his occupational
interest as wanting to travel from city to city on a traveling van.
Since it was impossible to establish a training station of this
nature, the vocational rehabilitation consultant and the teacher
counseled with C. F. and discussed the pros and cons of immediate
availability of that type work for him, and the possibility of sane
other kind of work which he perhaps would like immediately.
He agreed to try anything since he needed financial help immediate¬
ly. Therefore, he was placed on a training station in a dry cleaning
plant.
At intervals he was counseled ly the vocational rehabilitation
consultant. It was revealed from these conferences -that C. F. liked
his work so much that he gave up the idea of working on a traveling
van. As he said "The money now is important to me."
The type of employment obtained by G. F. was in keeping with his
ability and capability for an educable mentally retarded student.
His job supervisor was well pleased with his perfonnance on the
job. He was rated good in his relationship with other employees and
good in personal attitudes, habits, traits and skills.
The Case of J, J,
CA: 18.2 MA: 13.9 I.Q.: 72
J. J. was born July 11, 19it6, in the hospital when her mother was
19 years of age. Her delivery was breech but otherwise normal. Her
weight and length at birth were not recorded. She had no physical
defects. During childhood she suffered with abnoimally high tempera¬
tures often
There were three boys and four girls in the family. J. J. was the
third girl, one other was married. She continued to wet the bed for six
years. She walked at lU months and talked at 18^ months. J. J.'s
general physical health apparently was fair, in that she suffered with
fever and frequent colds.
Her mother attended junior high school, but became pregnant and
withdrew from school to marry J. J.’s father. The father was a semi¬
skilled mechanic in a local plant.
They lived in a rented five room house with two bedrooms. The
house was poorly kept and sparsely furnished. The socio-economic
status was rated as lower.
Teachers rated J. J. below average in appearance and initiative
and average in manners, classroom activity and citizenship.
Upon checking J. J.'s cumulative folders her low academic achieve¬
ment level warranted a retest since she had reached the age and grade
for job placement.
In order to ascertain J. J.'s intelligence quotient the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to her. It indicated a verbal
intelligence quotient of 79, a performance intelligence quotient of 66
and a full scale intelligence quotient of 72.
J. J.'s level of achievement was measured by the Wide Range Achieve¬
ment Test. The following scores were revealed; reading grade placement
level was 1;.5, arithmetic grade placement level was 3*7 and her spelling
grade placement was 3.0.
During the interview J. J. expressed her desire to work with her
church, but her greatest aspiration was to get married and rear a
family. She was encouraged by the vocational rehabilitation consultant
and teacher to enroll in the home-making class for intensive training
in budgeting, child care and first aid.
The type of ©nployment was not determined, however, if she can
make a successful homemaker she will have fulfilled one of the goals
for an EMR student.
The Case of J. C.
CA; 18.1 MA: 15.9 I.Q.: 6?
J. C. was bom March 1^, 19^7• The family consisted of seven
children, J. C. being the sixth. He was a well-mannered person, and
expressed a definite interest in musical activities as well as car¬
pentry.
J. C. lived in a neat six-room and bath bungalow. There was a
large play area around his family's home because Ihey owned the three
adjoining lots. The home was beautifully built on a current style and
its furnishings were modern. His socio-economic status was classified
as upper-lower.
A healthy home atmosphere existed. Both parents were interested
in their children's progress. This atmosphere contributed to J. C.'s
adroitness for organization, his favorable attitudes and eagerness for
school attendance.
Teachers rated J. C. above average in appearance, and average in
manners, initiative, classroom activity and citizenship.
In order to ascertain J. C.'s intelligence quotient, the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered by Chatham County's school
psychologist. The results indicated a verbal intelligence quotient of
79, a performance intelligence quotient of 70, and a full scale intel¬
ligence quotient of 69*
J. C.’s level of achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling
was measured by the administration of the Wide Range Achievement Test.
It measured his reading grade placement level as 2.2, his arithmetic
grade placement as U.U and his spelling grade placement level as 1.5.
J. C.’s expressed occupational interest was to become a carpenter,
so that he could build his own home.
With this in mind the teacher and the vocational rehabilitation
consultant had no difficulty in counseling with J. C. All of his
training was centered around the ^op. His shop teacher allowed him
to work in the community on projects (i.e.) painting, making screen
doors and windows, building hog pens, chicken coops and making lawn
chairs.
J. C. also assisted his father in building a patio and barbecue
pit at home. He realized his limitations and therefore appeared to
be realistic in selection of work.
The shop supervisor rated J. C. fair to good in following direct¬
ions, attitudes, skills and in his habits.
In determining the type of employment for J. C., consideration
was given to his limited ability in performing specific mechanics in
carpentry, however, it was felt that there were phases in it that he
might be successful in under the proper supervision.
The Case of H. M.
CA: 17.5 M: lU.6 I. Q.: 70
H. M., the fourth of six children lived with his family about
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fifteen miles from the city. He was born in the hospital after a re¬
ported twelve hours of labor. He weighed six and three-fourths pounds
at birth and was eighteen inches long. His mother reported lhat H. M.
was a good baby, walked at fourteen months and talked when he was two
years of age.
H. M. lived in a five room frame, moderately kept, bungalow with
some modem appliances. The atmosphere was friendly. The socio-economic
status of the family was rated as lower.
He was rated by his teachers as average in appearance, manners,
and citizenship; below average in initiative and fair in classroom
activity.
In order to ascertain H. M.'s intelligence quotient the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered by the Chatham County school
psychologist. The results were as follows; his verbal intelligence
quotient was 70, his performance scale 68 and a full scale intelligence
quotient of 70,
H. M. *8 level of achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling
was measured by the Wide Range Achievement Test, It indicated a
reading grade placement level of 3,0, an arithmetic grade placement
level of U.O and a spelling grade placement level of 2,5,
While interviewing H. M. he stated that his mind was not made up
as to what occupation he wanted to pursue. However, he showed an in¬
terest in automobiles, so the teacher considered this and discussed it
with the vocational rehabilitation consultant who began to counsel with
H. M. concerning a training station at a service station near his com¬
munity.
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H. M. readily accepted the challenge and within days was placed
on the training station. He liked it so well that he was still working
there when school opened in the fall.
The extent to which the teacher and vocational rehabilitation con¬
sultant assisted H. M. helped him to feel that there was a job that he
could do which would bring him satisfaction and success as a citizen
in his community.
This type of employment for H. M. was witliin the realm of his low
level of achievement.
His supervisor was very pleased with his work. He rated him satis¬
factory in attitudes, habits, getting along with others and skills. In
attendance he was rated fair.
The Case of J. H.
CA; 18.3 MA: 16.6 I. Q.: 76
J. H. was bom January 30, 19U7. He weighed seven pounds and
foirr ounces and was the second of four children. His birth was con¬
sidered normal. He was toilet-trained at two, according to his mother.
During pre-school years, J. H. contracted measles, mumps, whooping cough
and chicken pox. None of these left any lasting effects although J. H.
became a bed wetter shortly after the whooping cough. This lasted about
a year and a half, his mother said.
Both parents seemed to have an intelligent outlook on rearing their
children though it appeared that the mother was the strength of the fam¬
ily. Although dynamic, she was not autocratic or demanding. The father
was a carpenter and a handyman for the Board of Education. He was re¬
spected and compatible with his wife's interests and activities. A
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pleasant atmosphere existed among the members of the family.
Living conditions were clean and attractive. The parents were
buying their home. The socio-economic conditions were rated as upper-
lower.
J. H.'s teachers rated him as average in appearance^ manners,
initiative, classroom activity and citizenship. In art he was rated
fair to good.
In order to determine J. H.'s intelligence quotient the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to him. His verbal intelli¬
gence quotient was 78, his performance intelligence quotient was 77
and his full scale intelligence quotient was 76.
J. H.'s level of achievement was measured by the Wide Range Intel¬
ligence Test indicated a reading grade placement level of 2.8, an arith¬
metic grade placement level of 3.9 and a spelling grade placement level
m
of 2.2.
An interview with J. H. revealed his occupational interest to be
work of any kind which would bring him money. After consultation with
the vocational rehabilitation consultant and his teacher, he was placed
on a job training station in the school lunchroom. His work was satis¬
factory, and after fo\xr weeks he was placed on a job training station
in a cafe in the city. He waited tables, cleared tables and prepared
vegetables. His adjustment was such that he was given a raise in pay
at the end of the month. J. H. was asked by the proprietor to remain
and he did.
He was rated satisfactory in all items by his job supervisor.
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The Case of T. B.
CA: 18.6 MA; 12.U I.Q.: 56
T. B. was the second in a farail7 of three brothers, one older and
two younger. She was born in the hospital. Delivery was normal. She
weighed six pounds and four and one-half ounces at birth. Her length
was not recorded. She had no physical defects and no serious illnesses.
T. B. talked clearly at twenty-one months, and was toilet-trained by
twenty-three months.
In the interview, her mother stated that T. B. was a spoiled baby
and always wanted to have her way. She further stated that T. B. did
not really want to attend school, but attended because the mother in¬
sisted. When the father was not at work or away, he was usiially under
the influence of alcohol, therefore she had veiy little help with the
children.
T. B. lived with her parents and "three brothers in a three room,
dilapida"bed, unpainted house with no modern conveniences in the rural
area of town. The socio-economic level was rated as lower-lower.
Teachers rated T. B. below average in appearance, manners, and
initiative;she was rated as fair in classroom acti"\rity and citizenship.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to T. B.
The scale indiea"ted a verbal intelligence quotient of 63, a performance
in"telligence quotient of 69 and a full scale intelligence quotient of
56.
T. B.'s level of achievement wasrameasured by the Wide Range Achieve¬
ment Test. She obtained a reading grade placement level of 2.5, an
ari"bhmetic grade placement level of 3.3 and a spelling grade placement
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level of 2.0,
T, B. expressed no occupational interest and was not interested
in attending school even after continued counseling by the vocational
rehabilitation consultant and the teacher. She was then referred to
the Sheltered Workshop with continued counseling by -Uie vocational
rehabilitation consultant and the teacher, however, she did not respond
to the counseling techniques and became a school drop-out.
The Case of U, W,
CA: 18.U MA: l6.7 I.Q.; 76
U. W. was born November 7, 19^5. He was a nine month baby and
delivery was normal. He weighed seven pounds and nine ounces at birth.
He measured twenty inches in length. During his first year he had no
serious illnesses. His immunization program began at eight months and
ended when he was a year old. It included small pox, vaccination and
whooping cough, diptheria and tetanus innoculations. U. W. was toilet-
trained at thirteen months.
U. ¥, lived In a public housing project with his mother, a seven-
year old brother and a three year old nephew. He was the second of
three children. U, W, grew up in an environment of frustration. The
father left the mother when U. W. was eleven years of age. His mother
was employed as a domestic worker and received some public assistance
for her younger child. The socio-economic level was rated as lower-
lower.
The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale measured U. W.‘s verbal
intelligence quotient as 76, his performance intelligence quotient of
79 and his full scale intelligence quotient as 76,
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In order to determine U. W.'s level of achievement in reading,
arithmetic and spelling, the Wide Range Achievement Test was administer¬
ed. He obtained a reading grade placement level of 3*2, arithmetic
grade placement level of 3*4 and a spelling grade placement level of
2.5. .
An interview with U. ¥. revealed that he was already employed as
a bag boy in a grocery store. U. W. expressed a desire to remain on
the same job. His wish was granted and the vocational rehabilitation
counselor was Instrumental in getting an increase in salazy for U. W.
U. W.’s job supervisor rated him as excellent in all areas con¬
sidered.
Interpretative summary.—The parents of the fifteen subjects
were interviewed and a summary of the responses revealed that eight
sets of parents were living together, four other sets are living, but
separated, in two sets the fathers were deceased and there was one set
of foster parents.
The birth dates of the subjects ranged from October 21;, 191^; to
August lU, 19l;7. Six of the mothers had prenatal care during pregnancy.
Twelve of the subjects were bom in hospitals, two at home and no record
for one. Eleven or most of the subjects had normal births, three had
normal, but delayed births and no record for one. The recorded weights
of the subjects at birth ranged from five pounds and eight ounces to
nine pounds. The mean wei^t for the subjects at birth was seven pounds
and four ounces. The responses concerning lengths of the subjects at
birth ranged from eighteen inches to twenty-one inches, however, most
of the lengths at birth were not recorded.
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The subjects walked between 1iie ages of eleven and fifteen months
and talked between the ages of eighteen and twenty-one months. The
subjects, as a group, were toilet-trained between thirteen months and
two years of age. Of the fifteen subjects, four were labeled as bed-
wetters at some stage in their development. The majority of the sub¬
jects had been vaccinated and innoculated against communicable diseases.
The number of people in the immediate families ranged from four to
ten, an average of seven members per family. The number place of the
subjects in the families ranged from first to eighth.
The general description of the subjects of this study, as related
in Interviews with parents, was in accord with the fact that educable
mentally retarded students are more like the 'so-called* normal than
th^ are unlike them, except perhaps in the ages at -vdiich the subjects
walked, talked or were toilet-trained.
The socio-economic status of the fifteen subjects as revealed from
the data indicated that the majority, or seven of the subjects' socio¬
economic status was rated as lower-lower. Four were rated as upper-
lower, and fotir were rated as lower. As a group, the socio-economic
status would place them at a disadvantage economically, educationally
and socially.
Teachers' ratings indicated that no boys rated above average in
appearance, manners, classroom activity, citizenship, habits and atti¬
tudes. However, in these same items seven girls ranked above average.
Eight boys were rated average in appearancej seven boys were rated
average in classroom activities and eight in citizenship, while five
boys were rated average in attitudes; seven were rated average in
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habits. Three girls were rated average in appearance; five were rated
average in manners, and six were average in classroom activities, citi¬
zenship, habits and attitudes. One girl and one boy were rated below
average in appearance and one girl was rated below average in citizen¬
ship and attitudes.
Data revealed that for the fifteen cases studied, the intelligence
quotient ranged from 56 to 79 as measured by the Wechsler Adult Intelli¬
gence Scale Test, with a mean of 71. The chronological ages ranged from
17*5 years to 19.1 years with a mean of 18,2 years. The mental ages
ranged from 11 years to 18.9 years with a mean of l5.U years of age.
Analysis of the results of the Wide Range Achievement Test showed
that the reading scores ranged from 2.2 to li.Oj the spelling scores
ranged from 1.5 to 3*5; the arithmetic scores ranged from 3.3 to 5.0.
The mean score in reading was 3*2; spelling 2.U and in arithmetic U.l*
Five subjects aspired to semi-professions or professions. Two
students wanted to work at any task for which they would receive pay.
Of those remaining some wanted to marry, and others did not want to
attend school or to woik. Through counseling and individual conferences,
several students were led to more realistic views of themselves, of their
true capabilities, and were able to see that pursuit of professional or
semi-professional eTi?)loyraent required stronger academic skills than
they could understand or master. Those who were not motivated to seek
employment were guided to a realization of their capabilities therety
increasing their interest in the prospect of earning money and becoming
independent; and the remaining who expressed a desire to work at any
task were placed on job training stations relating to indicated interest.
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Further data revealed that six boys and three girls were placed
on training stations off campus under the auspices of the Vocational
Rehabilitation Services. There were three girls and one boy placed
on training stations on tiie school's campus. Two remained in class
for remedial work.
Data obtained from the supervisors' reports indicated that the
subjects' performances in on-the-job-training stations rated from
poor to very good. The greatest per cent received a rating of good.
It is evident from the case studies that the eligibility for
placement on training stations and jobs in the community is dependent
upon the intellectual, academic, personal and economic development
of the subject in question.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Introductory statement.—The problem involved in this study was
to prepare case studies and to evaluate fifteen educable mentally re¬
tarded students enrolled in Tompkins High School in order to show how
academic, intellectual, personal and social attributes contributed to
the vocational status of these students who were eligible for job place¬
ment in the community.
The problem involved in this study was limited to the fifteen
students enrolled in a special class for the educable mentally retarded
at the Tompkins High School, Savannah, Georgia. Therefore, generaliza¬
tions must be limited in their applications to other children.
Purpose of the study.—The major purpose of this study was to de¬
termine how a group of educable mentally retarded students react in
habits, attitudes, social relationships and academic achievements as a
basis for job placement in the community.
More specifically, the study attenpted to achieve the following;
1. To obtain a general description of the subjects of the study.
2. To determine the socio-economic status of each subject.
3. To determine the teachers' ratings of the subjects in
appearance, manners, citizenship, initiative and classroom
activity.
li. To determine the chronological age, mental age, and
intelligence quotient of each subject.
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5* To determine the subjects' grade placement, level of
achievement in reading, arithmetic and spelling.
6. To determine the expressed occupational interests of
the subjects for the purpose of guiding them in the
selection of realistic occupations.
7. To determine to what extent the teacher and the voca¬
tional rehabilitation consultant were of assistance to
the subjects in proper job placement in view of the sub¬
jects' needs, aspirations, and capabilities.
8. To determine job supervisors' ratings of subjects placed
on training stations.
9. To determine the type of employment these educable mentally
retarded students will probably obtain.10.To draw implications and formulate recommendations on the
basis of findings and conclusions derived from the analyses
and interpretations of the collected data.
Recapitulation of research design.—The significant aspects of the
locale and research design are indicated below:
Locale—This study was undertaken at Sophronia Tompkins High School,
Savannah, Georgia. The structured interviews were conducted at the
school and in the various homes of the subjects chosen for the study.
Tests were administered at the Tompkins High School ly the Chatham
County School psychologist and the teacher. The compilation and sta¬
tistical treatment of the data was centered at Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia and at the writer's home in Savannah, Georgia.
Period of the study—The research was carried out during the
196it-1965 and 1965-1966 school years.
Method of research—The Descriptive-Sui^rey method of research was
utilized in conducting this study.
Subjects—The subjects of this study were fifteen educable mentally
retarded students (eight boys and seven girls) in the special class of
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Sophronia Tompkins High School, Savannah, Georgia.
Instruments—The instruments used in this study were (1) personal
interviews with subjects and parents, (2) the Wide Range Achievement
Test, (3) the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, (U) teachers’ rating
sheets, (5) job supervisors’ rating sheets and (6) job survey reports.
Criterion of reliability.—The criterion of reliability for apprais¬
ing the data obtained depended on the authenticity and accuracy of the
responses of subjects and their parents to questions posed by the inter¬
viewer, the reliability and validity of tests administered and the com¬
plete and carefully kept ratings of the teachers and job supervisors.
Procedure .—The following procedural steps were used to achieve
the purposes of the study;
1. The related literature was surveyed, summarized and pre¬
sented in the final thesis copy.
2. Permission was requested and granted to conduct the study.
3. The parents of the subjects were interviewed in their homes.
li. The Wide Range Achievement Test was administered to all
subjects.
5. The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale was administered to
all subjects.
6. Teacher rating scales were obtained.
7. Each subject was interviewed separately by the writer and
the vocational rehabilitation consultant at school.
8. Subjects were placed on training stations.
9. Job-supervisors’ ratings were obtained.10.Data from interviews, tests, teacher and job-supervisor
ratings were reviewed and summarized.
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11. The summarized data were assembled, analyzed, interpreted
and presented in the body of this study.
Summary of survey of related literature.—In the literature per¬
taining to the educable mentally retarded student there appears to be
definite agreement that an understanding of the characteristics and
adjustments are necessary to good guidance and clear ^lnderstanding on
the part of all concerned. The literature which appears to be pertinent
to the present study and which seems most likely to make significant
contributions to the basic understandings sought herein were geared
mainly toward gainful employment in the community.
Publications and studies are reviewed and summarized below:
1. ¥illman stated that there are four phases indicated in the
process of moving from school to employment. They are;
(1) Occupational choice, (2) Preparation for work, (3)
Placement for work and (U) Growth and adjustment on the
job.^
2. According to the "Guido to Curriculum Development for
Educable Mentally Retarded Children," the primary deviation
of the group lies in the area of intellectual growth and
2
development.
3. Some of the characteristics, as stated by Rothstein, who
stated that all are too difficult are: (1) physical,
(2) intellectual, (3) basic, (U) psychological (5) aca-
\fellman, loc. cit.
^Georgia State Department of Education, loc. cit.
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demic, (6) personal and social and (7) occupational.^
U. The primaiy characteristics of the mentally retarded
students are representative of intellectual and physical
growth and development. They are in the child from the
moment of conception. For many years it was held that
these were as constant and being incapable of being
modified.^
5. Educational treatment ^ould be focused on the educable
mentally retarded child as a total organism and not a
3
few unique conditions is Jerome Rothstein's view.*^
6. Windle cites two reasons why schools provide an opportuni¬
ty for vocational rehabilitation through on-the-job train¬
ing. First, these children rely heavily on routine ways
of performing and this kind of program provides a rationale
for having students perform work which is very necessary
to their living in adulthood.^
7. McGraw and Sullivan state that occupational expCT'ience
in school for the mentally retarded students are most
important in determining the success of the student and
his adjustment in the community later
8. Boyce describes the three-year operational program as





^McGraw and Sullivan, loc. cit.
6U
students’ morale and promoted Ihe feeling of “I can
do it.”^9.Shimberg and Reichenberg found that it is possible to
preduct the conditions under which subnormal studoats
2
will make a satisfactory adjustment in the community.
10. Rothstein s^s that the primary reasons for job failures
include temperamental instability, lack of responsibility,
inability to take advice, unsatisfactory home conditions,
3
inefficiency, and low frustration tolerance.
11. Goldstein concluded from comparative studies of retardates
that educables cease to be thought of as retarded as they
make acceptable adjustment in the community in that most
of them marry, raise families, buy homes and become gain¬
fully employed,^
12. Porter and Millazo compared post-school adjustment of
special class "graduates” and regular class graduates and
found that retardates conform to society and lends support
to the evidences that job-placement for the educable mental-
ly retarded is desirable.
13. Delp and Lorenz in an investigation of 520 parents of re¬










the period 1950-1955 foiind that most of -the retarded
subjects performed simple tasks and that there is a need for
follow-up studies of this type.^
111. O'Conner and Tizard studied the employability of British
retardates with I. Q.'s below 50. Consistency was not a
characteristic of the trainables as it appears to be for
2
the higher-grade retardates.
15. Gardner, a member of the President's National Committee
states that it has never been more important that we
strengthen our free society by insuring that each child
fulfills the promise that is in him.-^
16. Singstock said that a re-evaluation of parental attitudes
might prove beneficial, and that when the teacher feels
assured that the student is prepared, he should be tid.ed
on another job with all possible effort being made to
insure a successful experience.^
17. Many reasons are given by employers for not wanted to
work with retarded employees. Singstock reports them as
(a) requiring too much supervision, (b) not having time
to help them, (c) jobs having to be done over, (d) not
thorough in performing duties, (e) playing too much,









18. Rothstein suggested occupational training within the
school, student's interest, parents' aspirations and
real work situations as elements of training for the
retarded.^
19. Davis in a study to ascertain the nature of intellectual
organization of ten retarded children, found that all
were unique with certain strengths and weaknesses and
o
that an had varying degrees of capabilities.
20. Marten states that the curriculum should be organized
into logical areas integrating broad areas of experi¬
ence.^
21. Schmidt indicates that when a special effort is made
to adapt materials and methods to the ability of the
retarded child beneficial results are obtained.^
Summary of basic findings.—The following findings have been drawn
from the data and presented in accorance with the purposes of this study
Description of subjects—The general description of the subjects,
as a group, was not unlike that of 'so-called' normal groups, in that
most of them lived with both parents, had normal births, were bom in
hospitals, weighed average weights at birth, was of an average length,
had some of the usual childhood illnesses, had no physical defects and
been vaccinated and innoculated against communicable diseases.






described as lower. The range of socio-economic levels was from lower-
lower to upper-lower.
Personal traitS“The teachers rated the majority of the subjects
as average in appearance, manners, classroom activities, citizenship,
habits and attitudes.
Intelligence—The intelligence quotients, as measured by the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, ranged from ^6 to 79. The mean intel¬
ligence quotient was 71.
The chronological ages ranged from 17*5 to 19.1. The mean was
18.2.
The mental ages ranged from 11 years to 18.9 years, with a mean of
l5.U years.
Academic achievement—The results of the Wide Range Achievement
Test showed that the reading scores ranged from 2.2 to ^.Oj ihe spel¬
ling scores ranged from 1.5 to 3.5j the arithmetic scores ranged from
3.3 to 5.0. The mean score in reading was 3.2j spelling 2.U and in
arithmetic U.l.
Occupational interests—The expressed occupational interests of
the group was unrealistic for the majority. Interviews indicated that
the majority needed counseling and all needed assistance in job selec¬
tion.
Placement—Of the fifteen subjects, nine were placed on training
stations outside the school, four were placed in the school setting,
while two remained in class for remedial or special assignments.
Work adjustment—The supervisors’ reports indicated that the sub¬
jects’ perfonnances in on-the-job training stations rated from poor
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to very good. The majority received ratings of good.
Available work or training stations—There were available work
and training stations. The types of jobs and duties to be performed
were in keeping with the needs, interests and abilities of -the sub¬
jects. The job types ranged from unskilled to semi-skilled.
Conclusions.—The findings seem to justify the following conclus¬
ions:
1, The general description of the fifteen subjects involved
in this study are similar to other students of the same
age, economic status and general location,
2, The socio-economic level of the group, as a whole, was
rated as lower on tiie scale.
3, The majority of the subjects of this study were average
in appearance, manners, citizenship, classroom activity,
initiative, habits and attitudes,
ii. The intelligence of the fifteen subjects was below
average.
5, The academic achievement for the group, as a whole, was
below average as indicated by their chronological ages
and the grade placement levels,
6. The occupational interests of the group, as a whole,
were either unrealistic or non-existent,
7. Counseling for the fifteen subjects resulted in successes
for the majority of the group,
8, The work adjustment ratings for the majority of the group
rated as good.
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9. There was available work in the community compatible
with the skills, abilities, needs and interests of the
subjects.
Implications.—Implications from the findings snd conclusions are
indicated below:
1. There seems to be a need for professional counseling services
for educable mentally retarded students and their parents.
2. There seems to be a need for a work experience coordinator
in the hi^ school program.
Recommendations.—The data pertaining to the findings, conclusions,
and implications of this stuc^ of fifteen case studies would appear to
warrant the following recommendations:
1. That more provisions be made for additional training stations
in the school and community if possible.
2. That teachers who have educable mentally retarded students
on training stations in the school and community work more
closely with the Vocational Rehabilitation Service Center
in the supervision of the student, especially in the com-
mvmity.
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FAMILY: Age Education Occupation
Father
Mother
Siblings (order of age) ^Subject's order
Delivery #eight__
Talking Toilet training
Changes (broken homes, etc.)
HOME CONDITIONS:
Neighborhood
Economic status (past and present
Relationships and attitudes within family group
Parents' recognition of need of student
IMPHESSION OF INTERVIEWER
STRUCTURED INTERVIEW WITH SUBJECT
Name Address
CA MA I.Q. ^Grade
Grade placement levels: Reading Arithmetic ^Spelling
Place of interview Information obtain by
1. Have you made any plans for Ihe future?
Yes No Other
2. 'What plans have you made?
Marriage Work Further training Other
3. About working, what would you like to be or do?
Nurse Beautician Service station attendant
Doctor Carpenter Truck driver
Homemaker Other
Ij.. 'Why do you choose the one that you chose? (Explain)
5. Would you like to earn money?
6. Do you realize the duties that are to be performed on the job or
profession that you chose?
7. (A suggestion of job-training situation be introduced at this
point?)
8. How do you feel about this choice? Satisfied Unsatisfied
Don't know





Period Covered: From To
Attendance: 1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lU 1^ 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2U 2$ 26 27 28 29 30
(Please circle days present)




3. Toward Fellow WorkersC.RELATIONS WITH OTHER WORKERSD.WORKER TRAITS AND SKILLS:
1. On Time
2. Stays on Job








How much supeirvision does the pupil need?
How could teacher or counselor help pupil?
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
(signature of Trainer or Employer)
Date: Month Day Year
STUDENT’S NAME GRADE
TEACHER SUBJECT DATE
Following is a list of characteristics which might help in rating the personal characteristics of the
student. Consider each, and encircle the number in the scale that most nearly represents your judgment
of the student. Encircle zero if you offer no judgment.
PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOW AVERAGE NO JUDGMENT
Appearance-(Neat, clean, appropriately dressed) k 3 2 0
Manners (Courteous, thoughtful) k 3 2 0
Initiative (Industrious, can lead or follow, work
independently) h 3 2 0
Classroom Activity (Cooperative, creative) k 3 2 0
Self-Objectivity-(Willing to correct mistakes. Takes
criticism) h 3 2 0
Citizenship (Able to work with others, accepts
responsibility, comes to class on time) h 3 2 0
Promise - (Likelihood of success in vocation) h 3 2 0
1. IflJhat special trait have you observed in this student?
2. VIhat in your estimation is his greatest weakness?
3. Does he possess any so-called "nervous” traits or idiosyncracies?
ii. Have his attitudes improved since he started in your class? In what way?
5, Have his habits improved in any way? Explain
Rothney, John W, M. The High School Student - A Book of Cases (New York; Dryden Press, 1953)
